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1  | INTRODUC TION

Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a highly contagious mammalian 
disease that can cause severe economic losses involving ungulates 
(Ferrari et al., 2016; Sobrino & Domingo, 2004). Cattle, pigs, sheep, 
goats and water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) are among the susceptible 

domestic species, although many cloven-hoofed wild species may 
also become infected (OIE, 2017a; Olmstead & Rhode, 2015).

To combat the disease, the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock and Supply (MAPA) developed the National Program for 
the Eradication and Prevention of FMD (PNEFA). The primary strat-
egy of this programme is to implement disease-free zones according 
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Abstract
Animal health surveillance programmes should be reliable and informative to ensure 
their effective implementation. As such, the regular assessment of those aiming to 
demonstrate the absence of disease, as well as the ability to detect outbreaks on time, 
is of vital importance. Several criteria make it possible to assess the performance of 
surveillance systems, including timeliness, which represents the speed between steps 
in a surveillance system. Therefore, the objective of this study was to evaluate the vari-
ability in the timeliness, within and between states, of the surveillance programme of 
the Brazilian Veterinary Services (BVS) for foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), for the no-
tification of vesicular disease. A total of 14 years (2004–2017) of data relating to ve-
sicular syndromes from the Brazilian Continental Information and Surveillance System 
(SivCont) were included. A categorical variable was created with four classes to group 
the notified vesicular processes in the SivCont, according to two criteria, the similar-
ity of the symptoms of the diseases reported with FMD and aetiology (viral, bacterial, 
fungal and non-infectious). The three timeliness values (TL-1, TL-2 and TL-3) related to 
different portions of the FMD surveillance system were analysed as a response in a gen-
eralized linear model in which the states of Brazil were the explanatory variables. The 
analyses were performed separately for each notification class (FMD, vesicular stoma-
titis, similar symptoms and similar non-infectious symptoms) and included comparisons 
within and between states. The study results provide an understanding and evaluation 
of the timeliness of the Brazilian FMD surveillance system, thereby providing a base 
of knowledge from which involved agents and decision-makers can evaluate BVS and 
reinforce surveillance measures in the states with poorer timeliness than permitted.
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